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Address Spadix Technologies Inc. 
110 Egel Ave. 
Middlesex 
NJ 08846

Country USA

State New Jersey

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
flat glass cutting machines, insulating glass lines

Spadix Technologies Inc. designs and manufactures machinery for use in the window and door industry. The first machine prototype was developed in
a garage from scrap steel and bicycle chains, and was refined in our first commercial shop in Woodbridge, New Jersey. Since then, spadix has
expanded to Middlesex, New Jersey and recently opened a second facility in Sugarcreek, Ohio.

Our products are continually refined to deliver the most reliable performance. We partner with visionary manufacturers who share our goal to develop
dependable machines, and who are ruthless in their evaluation of new product designs. spadix does not stand still. Our customers see our machines
evolve to solve more complex automated tasks, to maximize durability, and to reduce the time and complexity of routine maintenance. Most of our
machines are field upgradeable if your needs change. Spadix leverages the expertise of many different technologies and industries, looking beyond
the automation industry, bringing the best hardware and software techniques to the design of each new product.

We combine this with our understanding of the economic constraints of the average window manufacturer. You get the best of both worlds; solid
durable window-making machinery at a reasonable price. From our smallest tabletop sealing pump to our largest automated four-sided sealing
machine, each Spadix product is created to embody simplicity of design and ease of use. We believe that even in the harshest environment, a well
designed machine means fewer headaches and less downtime.

Why choose spadix Technologies? Because we don´t limit your selection to a few stock machines. Instead, your needs come first. You can work
directly with our design team to ensure that we understand your requirements, and then we´ll design a machine that uniquely suits your needs. We
guarantee our workmanship, our warrantee, and your satisfaction.
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